Named Entity Recognition (NER) 
Introduction
NER and QA are fundamental tasks and they are the cores of natural language processing (NLP) system. Named Entity Recognition (NER) is a sub problem of information extraction (IE) and involves processing structured and unstructured documents and identifying expressions that refer to Peoples, Places, Organizations, Companies, Dates and times, where as QA system's aim is to obtain and return exact and specific answers to user questions.
QA is a type of Information Retrieval, attempts to deal with a wide range of question types including: fact, list, definition hypothetical, semanticallyconstrained, and cross-lingual questions. The key to a question processor is to identify the asking point (who, what, when, where, why, etc). So in many cases the asking point corresponds to a NE where Persons name, Locations name, Organizations name, dates and times responses to QA asking points namely Who, Where, What, When, What time, How long.
In previous work [1] we have proposed a Semantically Fuzzy NER system using Support Vector Machine to recognize and extract five types of NE more semantically with respect to the name sense in the sentence. In this paper we have employed this Semantically Fuzzy NE Recognizer and contribute a new Semantically Short Question Answering model using the method. This paper shows how Fuzzy NER can help information retrieval (IR) systems in applications like Question Answering (QA), where the proposed model improves precision in QA system output semantically using NE as short answer to such systems.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we investigate Information Extraction, Named Entity Recognition and Question Answering systems and we review previous related works. Section 3 introduces how NER can support QA systems. In Section 4 we discus NER method and our proposed model for QA. In section 5 we draw the conclusion and future work.
2.
Information Extraction and Information Retrieval information or data in an unstructured or semistructured textual document and transform this unstructured information into a structured data. It is a technology using hand-make or system-make rules and methods in order to recognize, extract and classify specific data from unstructured electronic expressions and investigate how IE can support IR in application like QA systems. Information Extraction (IE) is a system to identify specific pieces of In this section we review these NER and QA resources as input and presents these unambiguous classified data to the user as output. These are commonly used by other arbitrator systems for indexing in database to be used for Internet surfing, Information Retrieval or Question Answering (QA) systems and some times uses by the user directly. Information Retrieval (IR) is a technology for finding relevant information requested by user from various resources, and presents all relevant results to the user. Usually users have to find interest and expect results in these relevant results by itself and most of the times it so difficult and take long time. Although IE and IR are very different (See table 1), but they can support each other in some cases like QA System for example IE system is used as a input and its output is use in IR system for exact and relevant answer. In this research we proposed a model based on IE to support IR system (Question Answering). The following section describes NER, which is need in IE. 
Named Entity Recognition
Named Entity is a named object of interest such as a Person, Organization, Location, Date and Time and a NER system involves two tasks, which is firstly the identification of proper names in text, and secondly the classification of these names into a set of predefined categories of interest, such as person names, organizations (companies, government organisations, committees, etc), locations (cities, countries, rivers, etc), date and time expressions. The term Named Entity was introduced in the sixth Message Understanding Conference (MUC-6) [2] . In fact, the MUC conferences were the events that have contributed in a decisive way to the research of this area. It has provided the benchmark for named entity systems that performed a variety of information extraction tasks. Most problems in NER are that they have semantic (sense) ambiguity. In last decade NER became a popular research area for some researchers and they have proposed some methods and types of approaches to get the best results for NER. We reviewed some famous approaches and talked about their strong and weaknesses points of each method more detail in previous review paper [3] . In previous work [1] we have proposed a fuzzy membership function for support vector machine classification to recognize names more semantically with response to the names sense. Now by using this method we are going to support QA systems and make these systems more robust. Our proposed model is base on fuzzy NER, where high precision in NER shall be applied in IR results, and then the exact answers are to be feed into QA system. Natural Language Question Answering is an ideal test bed to demonstrate the power of IE systems as well as NER and our proposed Fuzzy NER method.
Question Answering Systems
Question Answering (QA) is a task on Natural Language Processing (NLP) and a type of information retrieval. A QA system should be able to retrieve answers to questions posed in natural language where the system attempts to find these answer in a collection of resources such as the World Wide Web documents or a local collection of text or some databases. QA system is regarded as requiring more complex Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques than other types of information retrieval such as document retrieval, and it is sometimes regarded as the next step beyond search engines.
In recent years, Question Answering (QA) systems have become one of the popular research areas that a considerable number of studies have been addressed on developing these systems. They can be categorized into two classes, namely, shallow method and deep methods Shallow methods of QA uses keyword-based techniques to locate interesting passages and sentences from the retrieved documents and then filter based on the presence of the desired answer type within that candidate text. Ranking is then done based on syntactic features such as word order or location and similarity to query. When using massive collections with good data redundancy, some systems use templates to find the final answer in the hope that the answer is just a reformulation of the question. If you send the question "What is a book?" the system would detect the substring "What is an X" and look for documents which start with "X is a Y". This often works well on simple "factoid" questions seeking factual tidbits of information such as names, dates, locations, and quantities [4] .
Deep methods for QA use in the cases where simple question reformulation or keyword techniques will not suffice, more semantic and contextual processing must be performed to extract or construct the answer. These techniques might include Named Entity Recognition, relation detection, co-reference resolution, syntactic alternations, word sense disambiguation, logic form transformation, logical inferences (abduction) and commonsense reasoning, temporal or spatial reasoning and so on. More difficult queries such as Why or How questions, hypothetical postulations, spatially or temporally constrained questions, dialog queries, badly-worded or ambiguous questions will all need these types of deeper understanding of the question. Complex or ambiguous document passages likewise need more NLP techniques applied to understand the text [4] .
With the explosion of information, QA has attracted attention of researcher to study in this area and they have proposed different methods and ways to improve QA systems and return exact results to the user. One of the approaches for such system is using IE and specially NE to support QA systems and we review some recent applied method have proposed and used NER in QA systems.
Using IE to support QA systems focuses on extracting names using NER systems to filter input data and remove irrelevant document to find answers. In this family of approaches, Rohini et al. [5] , shows how IE can help IR in application like QA and IE can provide solid support for QA, also they show lowlevel of IE like Named Entity tagging is necessary component in handling most types of questions. A Question Answering system supported by information extraction has proposed by Rohini et. Al in 2000 [6] , in this research they show how five types of names and sub-types of information introduced in MUC definition can support QA systems where the key to a question processor is to identify the asking point corresponds to an NE. Antonia et. Al proposed [7] a system to improve Question Answering system using NER in Spanish texts, they applied NER as preprocessing step to detect the answer and decrease the amount of data for QA system. Diego et. al. [8] presented a question answering system, while they combined information at the lexical, syntactic and semantic levels to find and rank the candidate answer sentences, next they extracted candidate exact answers from the candidate answers sentences by means of a combination of information extraction technique (NER) and patterns, base on logical forms. Elisa et al. [9] tried to use Named Entity Recognition to reduce Question Answering input data and improve quality of answers more in-depth, their system using a NER gazetteers and fixed rules for NER and it makes system domain dependent. Fine-Grained named entity recognition using conditional random fields for Question answering systems has proposed by Lee et al. [10] , in this system they used CRFs to detect boundary of named entities and used Maximum entropy to classify named entities, by this way they define 147 fine-grained named entity types to find answer candidates of Question Answering systems. Menno et al. [11] proposed a named entity recognizer for question answering, in this system they tried to report on a sub-problem of their previous Answer Finder, while they proposed this method to find correct answers in the text. A Named Entity Recognition in question Answering of speech data have proposed by Diego et al. [12] Play methods for QA have been studied by previous researcher had designed and developed NE recognizer specially for use in QA system The NE recognizer we designed is able to recognize NE semantically without any dependency to application and domain resources. This specification makes it a flexible component and can be used by all QA systems that use or need NE recognizer. In this research we proposed a model of this system to support QA system and show how it can improve quality of answers and reduce quantity of data results in such systems.
Named Entity for Question Answering
In this section we review, how Named Entity Recognition support QA systems and which type of names can be used as answer for QA systems.
Generally QA systems reduce the amount of IR data input to retrieve relevant documents including answers. Then filter them and remove irrelevant data or documents step by step to find answers. In this manner a NER is typically used as an aid to filter out strings that do not contain the answer. Thus, after a question analysis stage the type of expected answer is determined and mapped to a list of entity types, the NE recognizer is used to select the entity types appearing in a text. Therefore if a piece of text does not have any entity with a type compatible with the type of the expected answer, the text is discarded. A QA system covers a big variety of domains that means five types of Named Entities define in MUC cannot cover all expected answers in QA systems LI et al. [13] as shown in table 2(See table 2) . A QA system typically uses both taxonomy of expected answers and the taxonomy of named entities produced by its NER to identify which named entities are relevant to a question. The question is assigned a type from taxonomy such as defined in Table 2 . This type is then used to filter out irrelevant named entities that have types as defined in Table 3 . A problem that arises here is that the granularity of the NEs provided by a NER is much coarser than the ideal granularity for QA, as the named entity types are matched against the types the question requires. Consequently, even though a question classifier could determine a very specific type of answer, this type needs to be mapped to the types provided by the NER, given that the NER is used to filter out candidate answers, it is important that only wrong answers are removed, while all correct answers stay in the set of possible answers. There are two terms recall (R) and Precision (P) to check and control IR and IE systems results. The term recall is used to denote "answer delivered by a name-finder", the term key or key file is used to denote "an annotated file containing correct answers". Therefore, recall in a NER in question answering is to be preferred above precision. Diego et al. [14] .
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As mention before all existing question Answering that use NER are domain dependent and different domains require different types of answers. Generally they use of a NER developed for a generic NE recognition task to find and classify names base on MUC name definition and all of them are fine-tuned for a good balance between recall and precision also most of them use of fixed rule base on their specifics domain to get best results in precision and recall, and problem arises when the QA system switch to difference domain and need new rules.
In this paper we present a model using our proposed NE recognizer as a general component for every application such as Question Answering systems. The NE recognizer can support QA systems to filter input data and remove irrelevant Information Retrieval results to get best performance. The fuzzy NE recognizer is a dynamic, domain independent and portable method that can be used in every stage of the system.
Proposed Model
In this section we introduce our proposed method in NE recognition and in next step we introduce a model for QA that use this method.
Our NER is a supervised Machine Learning-based method by using Support Vector Machine algorithm. The purpose of Named Entity Recognition approach is converting identification problem into a classification problem and employing a classification statistical model to solve it. In this new approach we will apply fuzzy algorithm to improve classification in Support Vector Machines method, by this way we are going to remove the Support Vector Machines weakness point in multi classification, since in normal classification methods each named entity belongs to a fix class based on its features. We are trying to improve precision in the recognition step in NER method using fuzzy multi classification. We shall use fuzzy algorithm instead of normal classification algorithms, while keeping portability by using machine learning methods.
Support Vector Machines
SVM is one of the famous supervised machine learning algorithms for binary classification in all various dataset and it gives the best results where the data set is separable and especially when the training data set is a few, and with extended algorithms it can be used in multi-class problems. To solve a classification task by a supervised machine learning model like SVM, the task usually involves with training and testing data, which consist of some data instances. Each instance in the training set contains one "target value" (class labels, where class label 1 for positive and class label -1 for negative target value) and several "attributes" aim. The goal of a supervised SVM classifier method is to produce a model which predicts target value of data instances in the testing set, when given only the attributes (features). For each SVM, there are two data set namely , training and testing, where the SVM used the training set to makes a classifier model and classify testing data set based on this model with use of their features. Each of the training sample data is labeled with either positive or negative class tag, as:
( In basic form, a SVM learns to find a linear hyperplane that separate both positive and negative examples with maximal margin. This learning bias has proved to have good properties in terms of generalization bounds for the induced classifiers. The maximal margin can be express as follows:
The hyperplane separate the training data into positive and negative parts, such that:
However, several of such separating hyperplane exists and SVM finds the optimal hyperplane that maximize the margins between the nearest examples to the hyperplane (See Fig 2) . The margin (M) and the lines can be expressed as:
To maximize this margin is equivalent to minimize the || w ||. This is equivalent to solve the following optimization problem. Minimize: 
Fuzzy Named Entity Recognition Method
The first step in our proposed system is to segment the input testing and training data into tokens by a simple tokenizer. In next step, rich feature sets are selected base on the followings. i) Lexical information (Unigram and Bigram). ii) Affix (2-4 suffix and prefix letters). iii) Previous NE information (UniChunk). iv) Possible NE class. v) Token feature [2] .
In next step we apply our fuzzy member ship function called FSVM to paste a tag to each name (in training and testing) base on below four specifications (See Figure 3) , namely i) Distance to Hyper plane. ii) Previous named class. iii) Frequency that the name occurred in this class. iv) Previous word (Token feature list). Figure 3 shows our proposed method. In our method each name can get different tag base on this FSVM membership function and instead of fix tag for each name, by this way the system can recognize names semantically. Fuzzy membership function calculate five marks for each data set that pointed to a class tag and it take a mark for this data set base on four specification that mention above. Range of this value can take a mark between 0 to 100 ranges.
In the next step the system compare this five marks, and the high mark take +1 and this data set is put in this class. By this method class tag is not fixing for names and each name can be recognized dynamically base on meaning and position of name in text or whole document. This method can recognize named entity semantically instead of fix class for each name.
Semantically Factoid Question Answering Model
In this section we describe the Semantically Factoid Question Answering Model, where the core of this model is Fuzzy NE recognizer (See figure 4) . In this model we applied NE recognizer in two steps, firstly when the system selects candidate documents by Information Retrieval and it passed these candidate documents to NE recognizer. In this step as show in the model, the NE recognizer supports QA system to find irrelevant documents and reduce amount of input data. In next step when the system ranks for relevant documents, fuzzy membership function is applied in the system. A measurement for relevancy of names and their class is used inside the NE recognizer, and each name can get the mark between 0 and 100 as mention in previous step. With this ranking the question analyzer ranks for each relevant documents and sorts them. The novelty of this ranking is that NE recognizer calculates this rank by fuzzy member ship function and it calculates this rank mark by sense of the names and relationally by asking point in the sentence and the whole of the document. Thus relevant names and documents retrieve for Question Analyzer are more semantically sorted than names retrieved by simple NER
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we briefly reviewed Information Extraction and how it supports QA application. As mention in literature all existing method for QA systems use a NE recognizer with fixed rules or domain dependency. In this paper we proposed a new model for semantically factoid QA systems using fuzzy NE recognizer. This model helps QA system to find exact relevant answer with respect to the names sense and asking point role in the sentence or document unlike traditional NER. Our future work includes applying and testing this model in some existing QA system to improve their performance and make them semantically. 
